astrology by the sober calculations of astronomy; and now also we find a peculiar spirit pervading the physiology of the present day. The cord that has so long bound it to the metaphysical dx*eams of the middle ages is fast being gnawn asunder. Men Thus we see that fish have proportionally less blood than amphibia, amphibia less than birds, and birds still less than the mammalia. In the same paper we find it mentioned that, although the quantity of blood increases with the weight of the body (in the same species), yet young have proportionally much more blood than old animals. The female, too, is generally found to have less blood than the male.
Biscliofft has lately estimated by Welcker's method the quantity of blood contained in the bodies of two guillotined criminals, and found that the proportion of blood to the weight of the body was in one of them as one to fourteen, in the other as one to thirteen. It appears, then, from the most recent researches that the quantity of blood in the body is smaller than was supposed (Valentin, one-fifth; "Weber and Lehmann, one-eighth), and that on an average it may be reckoned at one-thirteenth or one-fourteenth. Even in the example cited by our author, we think if the drop of blood be carefully examined it will be generally found that the serrated or jagged cells first make their appearance at the circumference. Now, although it is at this point that evaporation occurs when a covei"ing-glass is used, and at first sight it would appear to be the part most concentrated, yet it is not in reality so. The circumference is in fact the most diluted portion of the whole drop. The pressure of the covering-glass drives the liquid serum from the centre to the circumference, and if the corpuscles in the centre of the field be examined, they will be found to retain their circular shape long after those at the peripheiy have become altered. If a hair or fragment of cotton-fibre be introduced under the covering-glass, in order to raise it more at one point than at another, the serum of the drop will collect around it, and the blood-cells in this neighbourhood will be observed to be more serrated than elsewhere. Again, if a little water be added to a drop of blood in which no serrated cells are to be seen, a great number will probably appear in the course of a few seconds. In fact, we believe that it is the dilution, and not the concentration of the blood, which most favours the production of the serrated appear- 
